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ABSTRACT
,

Wildei:ness has been touted as an integral part of

Canadian culturo. But, from 1927 to 1987, Ontario

wilderness conservationists failed to attract wide popular,.... ,

support. They exerted an influence on provincial park
; --

policy, far beyond the strength of their small number~. In

several campaigns, conservationists convinced politicians,i ~ .

and civil servants to adop~ more protectionist park

\.\

•

policies. This record was the result of individual efforts,
:.,-

c:-
organization and perseverance/: Conservationist lobbying

tactics -- from quiet diplomacy before 1987, to mass-media

manipulation thereafter -- reflect the changing Ontario
/'

political culture. By the early 197~s, they had fostered' a

more broadly-based preservation movement.
Q

. r

Conservationists promoted different ideas of
('

wilderness. Both the Ontario Department of Lands and
':

"

Forests, and the Canadian Quetico-Superior Committee'( 1949)
=-

-- reorganized as the Quetico Foundation (1954) -- embraced
.0 :;

multiple use.
\f

It enabled the harmonization of natural

resource extraction with the protection of sCf)nic and

recreational values, by no-cut shoreline reserves along
G

c

canoe routes. The Federation ofi'Ontario Natural~sts (~931)

.~'.

advocated the conservation of wilderness for its own sake.

iii



policies for Algonquin,,'-Lake Superior and Killarney parks.,. .

Motivated by scientific and aesthetic appreciation, the

naturalists successfully lobbied,for publicly-owned, rigi~~y

controlled nature reserves. Environmental awareness in the'

1980s fed a resurgence and refinement of the ecological

wilderness concept. Thisawake~ing spawned a new pr~ssure

group -- the Algonquin Wildlands League (AWL, 1988). It

-championed a wilderness free of interference with ecological

processes,.especially resource extraction and recreational
i·'

: overuse.

The AWL built Ontario's modern wilderness

preservation m?vement~ By publicizing its wilderness

philosophy, ~he leagu~' streng£hened the Parks Branch in

departme~tal struggles over provincially-o~nedwildlands.
'":' ,~

~he AWL persuaded the governm~nt to adopt more protectionist
~~

Preservationist victories included a"ban on' logging in

Quetico Park (1971), and the reclassification of both

Quet~po and Killarney as primitive parks (1973). After

1973, both preserva~io'nist~ and 'civil serv_ants ,planned a

system of provincial wilderne~s parks~

"
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~, . .
INTRODUCTION: WHY WILDERNESS?

Historians and litera~y critics;have touted the .

great impact of wilderness, both as a physical reality and

an abstract concept, on the development of a distinct·

, Canadian cultural idet:ltity. Canadian history, literature,
'':""~ .

"

o

,"

painting, cinema, music and recreation allegedly have been

influenced and distinguished by the wilderness. Two

schoolteachers recently advanced the proposition that.
, 'f-

wilderness has been the single most importa~t influence on

Canadian literature. One historian h~s explained the
, '

success of the Group of Seven by cla~ming that a wilderness
c

ethos
C

-- an appreciation for spiritual, aesthetic ,and
\

physical values -- had developed by the 1930s. Other
"

scholars have emphasized outd~or recreation, e~pecially

"canoeing ~ as, evidence of Canadians' close identification'
, '

with the land ,and reverence for the wild. The ,:popular

co'nception remains that wilderness, is a central theme in

Canadi~n cultural expression. 1

~ 9
The pervasiveness of th~se cultural perceptions

reinforced a myth of abundance. Having been exposed to
I' . ;

wi ldern~ss, through art or· recreation, . many Canadians::
"

assumea that~there would always be unspoiled wil~land.
c·

I~deed, to the collecti~e mind of a developing nation,
r;-

1

, c..

c,
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Canada had too much wilderness....... :~. Co~sequently. m6st
.. .J

Can~dians had little interest in preservation prior to the

late 1960s. This Canadian paradox -- celebration of

wilderness in popular culture, but indifference to

preservationist efforts -- is well-illustrated by the
.....:--..

Ontario experience. The early historyoof wilderness

conservation in this province is ~arked by a lack of popular

support. For forty years,wildland enthusiasts failed to .~

attract wide public interest in their conservation

campaigns. Not until 1971 did a.more broadly-based

\ . wilderness pre~ervation was not a contentious public issue

.,.
In 1969 American historian Roderi~k Nash arg~ed that

c

preservation movement emerge. This finding suggests a

reinterpretation of the importance of wilderness to'

Canadians in the twentieth century.~

,'./,": .

~.' ,

support for preservation in Ontario, conservationists

t: ~ .";'

effectiveness of the few Canadian pr~servationists is and
. u

in C~nada. In. the absence of a wilderness move~ent on a
'~~

"broad:, citizen' level," wrote Nash, "the pol1tical

has been slight."2 This interpretation is in need of

~ revision. While there was no overwhelming grass-roots'

exerted an influence,f~r beyond~the:proportion of their p

c <..,> . .
number,' on provincial wilderness pol~cy:;'- Nash assumed~ in,

" "Whiggish" fashion, that the absence of an American-style, c

;

i
I
I
I
I
I
I
j

I
I
j
~ .

1
1,
,l

i t:,

I ,.

I·
i

I
.",

.. ~. broadly-based preservation movement in Ontario must have

meant political impotency. But Canadian political

c
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institutions and styles dictated a different recipe for

succ~ss. In several campaigns, Ontario conservationists

convinced provincial politicians and civil servants to adopt

more protectionist policies for wildlands. This record was

the result of individual efforts, organization and

perseverance.

Published histories of the American wilderness
-

'movement have recently shifted focus from politics to

intellectual history, examining the changing idea of

wilderne~s perceived by both amateur conservationists and

the official bureaucracies charged with administering wild

lands. This approach -- inspired by Roderick Nash's

Wilderness and the American Hind (revised 1982), Stephen'

Fox's John Muir and His LegacY (1981), and refined in Philip
'.,

Terrie's excellent study, Forever Wild (1985) -- is possible

partly because the necessary political histories have been

written. s In contr~st, there is no political history of

wilderness preservation in Ontario,4

This dissertation blends two themes: the politics

of wilderness preservation and an int~llectual history o~

the changing idea of wilderness. The approach reflects

historical patterns. Ideas of wilderness in Ontario have

changed over ~ime: These concepts have fueled controv~rsies

about preservation and management. Subtle ideological

shifts have.also sparked changes in the strategy and
,.

effectiveness of conservationists. Lobbying tactics -- from
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quiet diplomacy before 1967, to mass-media manipulation

thereafter -- reflected a ch8.nging Ontario' political

culture.

The preservationists were a dynamic, diverse lot.

Although many conservation groups dealt with the same cause,

they embraced people from different cla~ses, educational
j'

traditions and economic interests. Wilderness organizations

either stagnated or evolved qin both their philosophy and

tschniques .. The Quetico Foundation (1954) chose the former

fate, while the "Algonquin Wildlands League, (1968) pursued

the latter course.

Organizations are receptacles of consensus and

change. But .they are only as effective as their leadership.
'.~

This study employs biographical profiles to highlight

individual,: experience as: a crl:lcial' influence on the

development of wilderness ideas. Biographies also

illuminate the civic-minded ethos that crossed· the

boundaries of modern states. Books, lecturers, students and

ideas moved freely across the 49th parallel, prodding old

Ontario out of its) localized values and inertia on

wilderness preservation. The text therefore focuses'on

intellectuals and the international world in which they

often moved.
<'

and individuals on public policy from 1927 to 1973~

c . '
This dissertationexamine~"theochangingidea~of·

wilderness in Ontario' and the impact of ·significant groups
(1

Several.

~...
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questions guided the research. What is wilderness? How was

it conceived? Who fought for its protection and why? What

arguments were employed to encourage wilderness protection?

What forces caused wilderness concepts to change? Did these

concepts enjoy a wider public currency? What were the

strengths and weaknesses of the preservationist crusade?

In Ontario. the predominance of crown-owned land

made the provincial park system the most significant vehicle

for the·protection of wild land. Within that framework.

civil servants and conservationists promoted different. ideas

of wilderness. Both the Department of Lands and Forests

the ministry responsible for provincial parkland ~- and

Ontario's first wilderness organization. the Canadian

Q.uetico-Superior Committee, embraced' the "multiple use"

concept of wilderness. It enabled the harmonization of

natural resource extraction, especially commercial logging,
.0

with the protection of scenic and recreational values, by
\~,.

maintaining no-cut shoreline reserves of timber along canoe
.' . .,t;.

ro~tes in large provincial parks l{~e Algonquin and=Quetico.

Ano~her group. the'F~deration of Ontario Naturalists.

promoted the~conservation of wildernes~ for its own sake.

Motivated by scientific ~nd aesthetic appreciation, the

federation advocated' a systell\) o~) publicly-owned, r,igidl;

controlled nature reserves ~- or wilderness remnants -- to
. ',-'

preserve typical landscapes with their natural plant and

c

,".
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animal communities, and '~9 ,'preserve unique elements, such as
\" "

species or important geological features.
"' : ....,

Environmental awareness. in the 1960s stimulated a

resurgence of this ecological~~-wildernessconcept.
, ......'- ..

Naturalists, scientists, recreat-ioriists and
..... , "':'y.:

environmentalists joined forces to~"p-ublicize the need for

preservation. The awakening spawned a new pressure group
\~.:~. '~

the Algonquin· Wildlands 'League (AWL). Event.;~ally rejecting
. ......>

multiple use, the league championed a wilde'rn~~'ss free of'.. ..........:..
'. -"::..,-., .. '~~.., ;.~

interference with ecological processes, especia~ly(resource

: . :\,~:::;;>

extraction and recreational overuse .In a complic8.t~.d<

dialectical-process, the parks bureaucracy and the,

preservationists influenced one another.

,;

~1 wilderness philosophy, the league supported planners within

the DLF"s Parks Branch who ~~re fighting internal

departmental struggles for provincially-owned wildland.' The

AWL gained access to important technical information, and

forced the government to make public partiqipation part of

the planning process.

'~Greater success came in the early f970s when the
,-

lea~ue"s mass-media techniques built Ontario"s modern
,.

wilderness preservation movement. The AWL persuaded the

government to adopt more protectionist policies for
';1

Algonquin, Lake Superio~ andrKillarney pxovincial parks.

Preservationist victories ~erehighlighted by a logging ban

in Quetico' Park (1971), and the r,eclassification of Qu~tico

£'
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and Killarney as primitive parks (1973). In their

publications, political activism and success, Ontario

preservationists set high standards for other Canadian

conservationists.

American and British cultural influences deeply

affected Ontario wilderness advocates. They took from the

British, traditions.of natural history, voluntary

conservation efforts, ecological concepts and the idea of

local nature reserves. Ontarians adopted a host of Amerioan

ideas, inoluding management oonoepts, organizational

techniques and-lobbying taotics. But, there was a lag

between the two nations' conservation efforts. Boththe

Sierra Club (1892) and the Uni te-d States Wilderness Society

(1935) were well esta6lished long before Ontario's first

wilderness organization was born in 1949. This lag reveals
~ c

something about Canadian development and North Amerioan

history.e
"'. ~7 I::. '~.

- -'-:'-·The~?-p.hysloal;envi;onment intervened in the oulture
. . . :. - '.' ,:.. ~ ~ .. ~"

of the North-Atlant'iotfia~:;~le~-t-o:'pr-oducedistinctive timing
. I! ' '. .

and results for Can"a.dianwilderne~sconservation. -Ontar'fo,

.~

D with its huge Precambrian ~hield oountry, experienced much

lighter pressures of urbanization, population and

industrialization on hinterlands', than did the United
(:-.

States. Destruction of the northern'Ontario wilderness was

postponed beoause it was relatively inhospitable. unlike the

fertile Amerioanheartland. 8 Not surprisingly, American
























































































































